By a theorem of Albert's, a central simple associative algebra has an involution of the first kind if and only if it is of order 2 in the Brauer group. Our main purpose is to develop the theory of existence of anti-automorphisms of order 2 of the first kind on finite dimensional central simple associative superalgebras over K , where K is a field of arbitrary characteristic. First we need to generalize the Skolem-Noether Theorem to the superalgebra case. Then we show which kind of finite dimensional central simple superalgebras have an anti-automorphism of order 2 of the first kind.
In [1] A. Elduque and O. Villa proved some results about existence of superinvolutions over a field of characteristic not 2, which is not the case of this paper. [6] .) If D = D0 + D1 is a finite dimensional associative division superalgebra over a field K then exactly one of the following holds where throughout E denotes a finite dimensional associative division algebra over K .
Theorem 1.1 (Division Superalgebra Theorem). (See
(i) D = D0 = E, and D1 = {0}. and K [u] does not embed in E.
Following [5] we say that a division superalgebra D is even if Z (D) ∩ D1 = {0}, where Z (D) is the center of D, i.e., D is even if its form is (i) or (iii), and that D is odd if its form is (ii). Also, if A = M n (D) is a finite dimensional central simple superalgebra over a field K , then we say that A is even K -superalgebra if D is an even division superalgebra and A is odd K -superalgebra if D is an odd division superalgebra.
Definitions and examples
Definition 1. An anti-automorphism of an associative superalgebra A is a graded additive map
If A is a finite dimensional central simple superalgebra over a field K , and * is an antiautomorphism of order two on A, that is 
and M has no proper subsupermodule.
Following [6] we have the following definition of R-supermodule homomorphism.
Definition 5. The opposite super-ring R • of the super-ring R is defined to be R • = R as an additive group, with the multiplication given by 
where the multiplication on A⊗ K B is induced by
If A and B are associative superalgebras, then A⊗ K B is an associative superalgebra.
So, if A is a superalgebra then A • is just the opposite super-ring of A; one can easily show that if A is a central simple associative superalgebra over a field K , then A • is also a central simple associative superalgebra over K , and by [5] 
Examples (of associative superalgebras). (i) Let K be a field of characteristic not 2, and let λ, μ ∈ K \{0}.
Then the quaternion algebra 
(ii) Let K be a field of characteristic 2, and let λ
is a central simple division superalgebra over K (A is a quaternion algebra over K of characteristic 2) with grading
, where D is a division algebra, can be viewed as an associative superalgebra by taking the diagonal components M p (D) and M q (D) as the even part and the off-diagonal components as the odd part; this is an example of simple associative superalgebra.
is an associative superalgebra. A symmetric superform on V is a graded bilinear form
which is symmetric on V0 and skew-symmetric on V1.
One can easily check that a nondegenerate symmetric superform on a finite dimensional V induces
Definition 7. Two finite dimensional central simple superalgebras A and B over a field K are called
Similarity is obviously an equivalence relation. The set of similarity classes will be denoted by If Char(K ) = 2 then ϕ = id A , and hence its corresponds to conjugating by u = I n , where I n is the
where D is a finite dimensional even division superalgebra with non-trivial grading over K . Then a ϕ α = uI n a α (uI n ) −1 where u is as defined in type (iii) in Theorem 1.1. 
(1)
and therefore 
If ∼ is an involution on D0 of the first kind then ∼ φ is an involution on D0 of the second kind and vice versa.
Assume that ∼ is of the first kind, we have
where u is as defined in type (iii) in Theorem 1.
where C is a central simple division algebra over K (u), the grading on M n (C ) is not inherited from C , because if the grading is inherited from C then Z (M n (C )) is a field and equal to Z (D0
by [6, Proposition 14], * ⊗ 1 restricts to an orthogonal involution on one of the summands of D0 ⊗ K K (u) and to a symplectic involution on the other summand. Thus
Now if ∼ is of the second kind then
is another superinvolution on D whose restriction to D0 is of the first kind and will lead to the contradiction above. A has a superinvolution of the first kind.
(2) If A is of order 2 in the Brauer-Wall group BW(K ), then C is of order 2 in the Brauer group Br(K ), and hence by Albert's Theorem C has an involution of the first kind (say * ). Therefore, t ⊗ * , where t is the transpose involution on M p+q (K ), is a superinvolution on
Conversely, if A has a superinvolution of the first kind, then clearly, A is of order 2 in the Brauer-Wall group BW(K ). 2
Moreover, we will give an example of a superalgebra A of order 2 in the Brauer-Wall group BW(K ) (i.e., A ∼ = A • ) that doesn't have a superinvolution of the first kind.
Example. Let K be any field of characteristic not 2 such that i = √ −1 ∈ K . Let λ, μ ∈ K \{0} and let A = (λ, μ) be the quaternion algebra on two generators u, v with defining relations: u
is a division superalgebra with basis {1, u, v, uv}. By Theorem 3.4, A doesn't have a superinvolution of the first kind but it is of order 2 in the Brauer-Wall group BW(K ). To see this define the K -linear I = γ + u for some γ ∈ K . Now, for u J = u + 1 and by using the Skolem-Noether Theorem we have
So, (γ + 1) = a1(a0 + a1) −1 and therefore (γ + 1)(a0 + a1) = a1 and so (γ + 1)a0 = γ a1 which implies that γ a1 = 0 so γ = 0 or a1 = 0 but if γ = 0 then a0 = 0. Therefore a = a α ∈ D α .
For u J = u, again by using the Skolem-Noether Theorem, we have
(ii) Let I be another K -anti-automorphism on D such that x I 2 = x ∀x ∈ D0 then, by Lemma 3.7,
For α =0:
Proof of the claim.
Thus, we have the following result: Finally, some results about existence of superinvolutions of the second kind have been introduced in [1] and [4] .
